The distribution and chemical state of the Ru element in the simulated high-level waste glass were examined by using the synchrotron radiation-based X ray imaging technique. An X ray CCD camera instead of an ion chamber was used to determine the transmitted X ray intensity in the imaging measurement. Spectra of the X ray absorptionˆne structure with position sensitivity were obtained by analyzing the gray-scale value of each pixel in the X ray CCD image. We conˆrmed the position sensitivity in the imaging XAFS technique by analyzing a test sample, in which RuO 2 and Ru metal powders were scattered at random. We successfully obtained information on the Ru distribution and the chemical state (oxide or metal) of each small Ru rich spot in the sample. The imaging XAFS technique was applied to the simulated high-level waste glass samples. It was concluded from the analyzed imaging XAFS spectra that the Ru element scattered in the glass sample exists as oxide RuO 2 .
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